## New Baby Checklist

**GEAR**
- stroller
- car seat adaptor
- infant car seat
- portable play-yard
- diaper bag
- baby carrier or wrap
- bouncer
- swing
- playmat
- stroller blanket
- baby monitor

**CLOTHES**
- onesies (6)
- socks (4)
- sleepers (4)
- mittens (2)
- hat (2)
- pants (2)
- hoodie or jacket (2)
- bunting or snowsuit
- mild detergent
- mesh laundry bag

**SLEEP**
- crib
- mattress
- bassinet or co-sleeper
- fitted sheets (2)
- waterproof pad
- receiving blankets (6)
- sleep sack (2)
- noise machine
- humidifier
- blanket
- glider

**FEEDING**
- breast pump + accessories
- breast milk bags
- feeding pillow
- bottles (6 4oz + 6 8oz)
- bottle sterilizer
- bottle warmer
- pacifiers (2)
- formula
- burp cloths (6)
- drying rack
- nursing bra
- nursing cover
- nursing pads
- nipple cream
- bottle brush
- highchair

**BATH**
- tub or sling
- wash cloths (6)
- towel
- shampoo

**CARE & FIRST AID**
- nail clippers
- soft brush
- thermometer
- nasal aspirator
- infant Tylenol
- saline spray
- gas drops
- vitamin D drops

**DIAPERING**
- diapers
- wipes
- change table
- changing pad + covers (2)
- diaper cream
- diaper pail
- liner
- hamper
- wet bags (2)
- spray nozzle
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